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Biographical Note
The Indiana County Central Labor Council, affiliated with the state of Pennsylvania AFL-CIO, provides a united front for the many labor organizations in Pennsylvania. During each session of the Pennsylvania General Assembly, the Council adopted a legislative agenda, which included lobbying for services and benefits for all working and non-working citizens of Pennsylvania. The Council insisted upon a non-partisan front, supporting principles rather than any one political candidate or party.

Scope and Content
The Indiana County Central Labor Council papers are housed in two archival boxes. These papers contain brochures, correspondence, attendance sheets, and reports of the Council during the 1970s and 1980s.

Provenance
Unknown.

Restrictions
None.

Processor
Records rearranged and inventory rewritten by Special Collections in 2014.

Container List
Box 1 (7 folders)
1. Brochures
2. Correspondence, 1985
3. Correspondence, 1985-1986
4. Correspondence, 1975-1988
5. Correspondence, 1979-1984
6. Posters
7. Meeting Sign-in book

Box 2 (7 folders)
1. Newspaper Articles
2. Photographs
3. Reports/ Legislation (minutes)
4. Reports/ Legislation (minutes) 3b
5. Reports/ Legislation (minutes) 3c
6. Reports/ Legislation (minutes) 3d
7. Testimonies